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A B S T R A C T   

HSCT recipients are at increased risk for COVID-19-associated morbidity and mortality. Early 
treatment of symptomatic SARS-CoV-2 infection is an important means to decreasing risk for 
severe disease and death. While some HSCT recipients, particularly those who are early post- 
transplant and severely immunosuppressed, may have diminished response to COVID-19 vac-
cines, the benefits of vaccination are uncontested. Public health, healthcare facility and individual 
level approaches are all necessary to mitigate risk for infection in this vulnerable population.   

1. Introduction 

In late 2019, a novel coronavirus resulted in a cluster of pneumonia cases in Wuhan, China. With rapid spread and ultimately 
declaration of a global pandemic in February 2020, the World Health Organization designated the disease caused by severe acute 
respiratory coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) to be COVID-19 (coronavirus disease 2019). Since that time, no corner of the globe and no 
sector of healthcare has been left untouched by COVID-19, its impact felt disproportionally by those persons who are medically and/or 
socioeconomically most vulnerable. While the pace of response to the pandemic from medical research and development has been 
unprecedented, with availability of highly effective vaccines and other therapeutics in record time, the evolution of the SARS-CoV-2 
virus has directed the epidemiology of the pandemic in ways that could not have been predicted at the outset. Going forward, there are 
still many uncertainties, even as we surpass 6.5 million COVID-19-associated deaths worldwide [1]. In this chapter, we will focus 
attention on the impact and management of COVID-19 on HSCT recipients, acknowledging their special vulnerabilities and risks. 

2. Impact of COVID-19 on transplant centers and clinical practices 

Early in the pandemic, several groups and societies advised that nonurgent transplants be delayed and that conditioning regimens 
or stem cell source be modified in some instances [2–4] to decrease risk for severe COVID-19 disease in patients receiving intensive 
immunosuppression for hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) and in donors, and to preserve hospital capacity. In this 
context, centers reported a decrease in HSCT volume, both for non-malignant and malignant disorders, along with a shift in stem cell 
source distribution and in patient-level protocols [5,6]. A study from the World Marrow Donor Association examining global trends 
during the COVID-19 pandemic found that donations from unrelated donors decreased by 3.5% from 2019 to 2020, compared to an 
average annual growth rate of 3.9% from 2015 to 2019 [7]. The reasons for this decline are likely multifactorial in nature, including 
disruption in courier and other services as a consequence of travel restrictions or strained health care systems, and prioritization of 
patients with acute disease, among other potential factors. Over time, however, rapid adaptations allowed for a safe supply of donor 
products. With potential barriers to accessing allogeneic product from international or otherwise remote donors, or in considering that 
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a donor might become infected with SARS-CoV-2 after recipient conditioning is begun, the EBMT and NMDP issued guidelines rec-
ommendations in 2020 that centers consider use of frozen stem cell products to ensure availability when conditioning is started [8,9]. 
This guidance, in turn, resulted in a shift from bone marrow to peripheral blood stem cells (PBSC) in some instances, given the 
complexity of cryopreserving the former. A 2021 CIBMTR study suggested that cryopreservation during the COVID-19 pandemic was 
associated with slower engraftment of PBSC grafts, but no statistically significant effect on non-relapse mortality, progression-free 
survival or overall survival [10]. Encouragingly, there are early data to suggest the shift to cryopreserved products among other 
adaptations, allowed lifesaving transplant operations to continue [11]; and, over time, cryopreserved products were increasingly 
acceptable to transplant centers [12]. 

In this same era, broad recommendations and policies for SARS-CoV-2 screening of recipients and donors with deferral periods for 
individuals testing positive were codified, in an effort to mitigate risk both to individual patients and more broadly risk for trans-
mission in the healthcare setting [13,14]. Admittedly, the screening protocols and management algorithms with regard to deferral 
timeline in the case of a positive test, in particular in a potential donor, are not “data driven.” While there is evidence of donor-derived 
COVID-19 transmitted by lung transplantation [15,16], there is to date no confirmed instance of transmission via cellular transplant 
[17]. In fact, there are several reports describing of use of stem cells harvested from donors who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 by PCR 
on nasopharyngeal swab at the time of cell collection, without documented transmission to the recipients [12,18,19]. However, in the 
absence of data and while SARS-CoV-2 continues to circulate in the community, it will fraught to step back or pivot from donor and 
recipient screening protocols. 

3. Clinical presentation of COVID-19 in HSCT recipients 

The clinical presentation of COVID-19 is variable, with a range of severity, from asymptomatic to severe illness, with extrap-
ulmonary manifestations and late sequelae (“long COVID”). As with the population at large, the risk for COVID-19 and the severity of 
the clinical presentation in HSCT recipients is highly dependent on a multitude of patient characteristics, including the degree of 
immunosuppression, age, comorbidities, vaccination status as well as immune response to vaccination, and by the virulence of the 
circulating virus, a variable that continues to evolve with the emergence of successive variants. Acknowledging these variables, apart 
from a higher risk for severe COVID-19, the clinical presentation is not distinctly different in the HSCT population; that said, there are 
several important considerations that warrant mention. 

Prolonged SARS-CoV-2 shedding is well described in the HSCT population [20,21]. Chemotherapeutic agents employed in the 
treatment of malignancy in the time leading up to transplant and in the conditioning regimen along with immunosuppressive med-
ications for prevention and treatment of GVHD contribute to the immune suppressed state that allow for prolonged shedding. Among 
other agents, the CD-20 monoclonal antibodies (eg., rituximab) have been associated with prolonged, asymptomatic shedding [22]. At 
the same time, other infections (eg., cytomegalovirus, community respiratory viruses, Pneumocystis carinii, etc.) and noninfectious 
pulmonary complications (eg., engraftment syndrome with diffuse alveolar damage, idiopathic pneumonia syndrome, diffuse alveolar 
damage) are common in the HSCT population, particularly in allogeneic recipients [23]. Furthermore, while prolonged shedding often 
represents fragment RNA from non-viable virus, there are reports in HSCT recipients of shedding of viable SARS-CoV-2 for several 
months after initial infection [24], and even reports of clinical relapse with the same or evolved strain types in other similarly 
immunocompromised patient populations [25,26]. With this background in mind, the finding of positive SARS-CoV-2 PCR in a patient 
with prior COVID-19 and presenting either for planned HSCT or post-HSCT with diffuse ground glass consolidation on chest imaging 
can present significant diagnostic and management challenges. 

4. Morbidity and mortality in HSCT recipients 

The literature on morbidity and mortality of COVID-19 in HSCT recipients consists largely of single center and consortium studies, 
with significant heterogeneity in inclusion by testing criteria, and with variability in reported patient characteristics, follow-up pe-
riods, endpoints and outcomes (Table 1) [20,27–36]. Furthermore, there is a significant bias toward reporting earlier in the pandemic, 
at which time testing was less available, management less sophisticated, and vaccination not or less available, and when disease 
associated with SARS-CoV-2 was more severe than with later variants and subvariants. That said, it is uncontested that COVID-19 
disease severity and morbidity are increased in the HSCT population, relative to the population at large. A systematic review and 
meta-analysis that included 19 studies published from the outset of the pandemic through December 31, 2021 reported on outcomes 
from 2031 HCT recipients who had a median age of 57 years, a median time from transplant of 23 months for autologous recipients and 
16 months for allogeneic recipients, and a median time from COVID-19 diagnosis of 28 days (range 0–262); a pooled analysis revealed 
an intensive care unit admission rate of 29% and a mortality rate of 19% [37]. There was a slightly higher, though not statistically 
significant, mortality rate among allogeneic HCT recipients compared with autologous recipients, 21% vs 17%, respectively. Age was 
associated with mortality in most but not all of the studies included in this analysis. Likewise, many but not all studies have 
demonstrated increased mortality in association with shorter time from transplant [27,31,33–36,38]. Not surprisingly, several studies 
have demonstrated active GVHD [27,36] and active malignancy [29] to be associated with higher mortality. 

5. Treatment of COVID-19 in HSCT recipients 

Management of SARS-CoV-2 infection continues to evolve as therapeutic options expand. Targeted antiviral therapies available at 
this writing include remdesivir, nirmaterelvir/ritonavir (Paxlovid) and molnupiravir. The efficacy data for remdesivir has been 
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Table 1 
Morbidity and mortality of COVID-19 in HSCT recipients. Auto = autologous, Allo = allogeneic, IQR = interquartile range. ǂvariable definition of severe disease, *variable follow-up time.  

Author, site(s) Diagnosis period # HSCT 
recipients: 
auto/allo/ 
CAR-T 

Age, years – 
median 
(range) 

Time since 
HSCT or CAR-T 
– median 
(range) 

% 
asymptomatic 

% 
hospitalized 

% required 
supplemental 
O2 

% required 
ICU care 

% require 
mechanical 
ventilation 

% severe 
COVIDǂ 

% COVID- 
specific 
mortality* 

% overall 
mortality* 

% mortality 
(by time 
from 
diagnosis) 

Altuntas, Republic of Turkey 
(Ministry of Health 
database) [31] 

3/11/20–5/29/ 
20 

32: 20/12/0 56.5 (19-74)   100  22 16 22  16  

Coll, Spain (national)*not all 
lab confirmed [32] 

on or before 7/ 
13/20 

113: 42/71/0 Auto: 60 
(55-64) 

18 months (4- 
53)  

97  17 15   24  

Allo: 48 (34- 
61) 

15 months (7- 
37)  

80  7 8   20  

Camargo, US (University of 
Miami) [33] 

March 
2020–December 
2020 

28: 12/15/1 57 (50-67) 656 days (IQR 
33–1274)  

57 80 (12 of 15 
assessable) 

25 21 36  Auto:25 14 (30 days) 
Allo:27 

El Fakih, Middle East (10 HCT 
tertiary care centers, 
adult and pediatric) [34] 

3/15/20–12/1/ 
20 

91: 39/52/0 35 14.9 months 
(IQR 
16.3–38.9) 

14 53 18 Total: 16 Total: 10 5  4  
Admitted:31 Admitted:19 

Xhaard, France, Belgium and 
Switzerland (SFGM-TC 
centers, adult and 
pediatric) [35] 

March 2020–May 
2020 

54: 0/54/0 57.4 
(5.5–80.4) 

1.3 years (11 
days − 19 
years)   

52 24 ? 39 24 26  

Ljungman, 22 European 
countries (ESBMT or 
GETH, adult and 
pediatric) [20] 

on or before 7/ 
31/20 

382: 146/ 
236/0 

Auto:60.6 
(7.7–81.6) 

Auto:24.6 
months 
(0.9–350.3) 

8.9 35 22   25 Auto:28 Auto: 28 (6 
weeks) 

Allo:54.1 
(1–80.3) 

Allo:15.8 
months 
(0.2–292.7) 

Allo:29 Allo: 22 (6 
weeks) 

Mushtaq, US (University of 
Kansas) [27] 

March 2020–May 
2021 

58: 23/32/3 58 (24-77) 17.7 months 
(0.2–201.9)    

11 6   Overall:16  
Allo:28% 

Pinana, 41 hospitals in Spain 
(GETH, adult and 
pediatric) [28] 

3/1/20–5/15/20 123: 58/65/0 Auto: 61 
(34-75)  

Auto:8  Auto:41 Auto: 14   Auto: 17 Auto:21  

Allo: 48 (1- 
70) 

Allo:10 Allo:49 Allo: 11 Allo:18 Allo:20 

Shah, US (MSKCC) [29] 3/15/20–5/7/20 77: 37/35/5 Overall: 62 
(IQR, 52- 
68)] 

782 days (IQR 
354–1611)  

44 43  12 22  18 Overall: 22 
(30 days) 

Auto: 64 
(IQR, 52-69) 

Allo: 27 (30 
days) 

Allo: 60 
(IQR, 51-65) 

Auto: 13 (30 
days) 

CAR-T: 63 
(IQR, 58-74) 

CAR-T: 40 
(30 days) 

Sharma, US (CIBMTR) [30] 3/27/20–8/12/ 
20 

318: 134/ 
184/0 

Auto: 23 
(IQR 8–51)      

Auto:13 Auto:13  Auto:19  

Allo: 17 
(IQR 8–46) 

Allo:15 Allo:15 Allo:22 

Varma, US (Rush, University 
of Chicago, Mt. Sinai, 
Northwestern) [36]  

34: 20/14/0 Overall: 57 Overall: 17.4 
months  

Overall: 74  32 8 41  21 (7 of 25 
admitted 
patients)  Auto: 59 Auto: 13.2 

months 
Allo: 54 Allo: 18.9 

months  
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variable [39,40], and with intravenous administration required over several days this agent has largely been restricted to use in 
hospitalized patients. Of the antivirals, nirmatrelvir/ritonavir, has demonstrated the greatest risk reduction in hospitalization or death 
when begun within 5 days of symptom onset [41]. Very relevant to the allogeneic HCT population, however, is the potent drug-drug 
interaction between the protease inhibitor ritonavir and calcineurin inhibitors (CNIs) and mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) 
inhibitors [42]. For this reason, either use of a SARS-CoV-2 monoclonal antibody (see below), if available, or careful coadministration 
of ritonavir-boosted nirmatrelvir while withholding certain immunosuppressive agents (eg., tacrolimus, sirolimus) or reducing the 
dosage of certain immunosuppressive agents (eg., cyclosporine), monitoring closely for toxicities, and performing therapeutic drug 
monitoring during and following treatment is advised [43–46]. A series of monoclonal antibodies targeting the spike protein of 
SARS-CoV-2, the specifics or which have evolved over time in response to virus-mediated immune escape, have received EUA by the 
FDA for treatment of non-hospitalized patients with COVID-19 who are at high risk of progression to severe disease. With significant 
supply/demand mismatch and other barriers to use of targeted antivirals and monoclonal antibodies at various times in the course of 
the pandemic, the NIH has issued prioritization guidelines for the treatment and prevention of COVID-19 when there are logistical or 
supply constraints [47]. 

As much of the severe disease related to COVID-19 is a consequence of immune-mediated injury, adjuvant therapy with systemic 
immunosuppression has been an area of intense study. For hospitalized patients with moderate to severe COVID-19 requiring sup-
plemental oxygen or mechanical ventilation, dexamethasone (6 mg once daily for up to 10 days) has been demonstrated to improve 
survival [48]. In addition to dexamethasone, in hospitalized patients requiring supplemental oxygen with systemic inflammation as 
demonstrated by elevation of C-reactive protein, the adjuvant use of tocilizumab, an interleukin-6 (IL-6) inhibitor, or baricitinib, a 
Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitor, have been demonstrated to additively decrease the composite endpoint of need for mechanical venti-
lation or death, or mortality, respectively [49,50]. It is important to acknowledge that HSCT recipients were specifically excluded from 
many of these studies. The risk of secondary infection as a consequence of immunomodulation in the HSCT population is likely to be 
magnified, and as such these therapies should be used with caution in this population. 

6. Investigative therapies 

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) have been studied in various applications for their immunomodulatory, anti-inflammatory and 
regenerative properties [51]. Based on safety and the suggestion of efficacy in preclinical and early-stage clinical studies, there are 
numerous trials in progress to evaluate the effectiveness of MSCs in management of COVID-19 [52]. However, at this writing MSCs are 
not FDA-approved for the treatment of COVID-19 and should only be used in the context of a clinical trial. Likewise, based on the 
premise that T cells are critical in immune response to SARS-CoV-2 infection, there are several studies underway to evaluate the 
potential therapeutic role of adoptive T-cell therapy for COVID-19 [53]. 

7. Prevention of COVID-19 in HSCT recipients 

With increased risk for COVID-19-associated morbidity and mortality in HSCT recipients, preventing SARS-CoV-2 infection is 
critically important in this vulnerable population. There is a hierarchy of controls with regard to prevention, a layering of protection 
measures that rely on public health, the healthcare facility, and the individual (Fig. 1). 

8. Vaccination in HSCT recipients 

The clinical trials that evaluated safety and efficacy of the COVID-19 vaccines and led to EUA and ultimate FDA approval spe-
cifically excluded HSCT recipients and other severely immunocompromised individuals [54–56]. That said, given that all of the 
currently authorized or approved COVID-19 vaccines licensed in the United States (US) are not live virus vaccines, according to the 
Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) they can be safely administered to immunocompromised individuals [57]. In 
December 2021 the ACIP expressed preference for the mRNA vaccines (BNT162b2 or mRNA-1273) for primary and booster vacci-
nation, based on concerns for thrombotic events associated with the adenovirus-vector vaccine (Ad26.COV2.S) currently available in 
the US under EUA. 

Vaccine safety in HSCT recipients: Not unexpectedly, given the sheer number of vaccine administrations to a population with a 
high baseline risk for events, there have been several case reports describing the onset of immune-mediated complications (eg., GVHD, 
acute interstitial lung disease, immune thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura) occurring in temporal association with COVID-19 
vaccination [58–61]. Whether or not these events are causally related to vaccination is difficult to untangle on an individual, case 
by case basis. Ultimately, large scale prospective vaccine studies in HSCT recipients will provide clarity on safety in this population. 
That said, the scarcity of such reports and the absence of a safety signal in the numerous retrospective studies of vaccine administration 
in HSCT recipients on balance with the enormous number of persons vaccinated provides a significant degree of reassurance. 

Vaccine efficacy in HSCT recipients: While highly immunogenic in the populations included in the large-scale studies that led to 
vaccine licensing, at least against the original outbreak strain of SARS-CoV-2, numerous, mostly single-center immunogenicity studies 
have demonstrated decreased, but highly variable, in vitro immune response in HSCT recipients to a 2- or 3-dose mRNA vaccine series 
as measured by neutralizing antibody and/or T-cell response [12,62–71]. Not surprisingly, recency of HSCT, immunosuppressive 
therapy, lymphopenia, active malignancy and GVHD have all been demonstrated to be associated with dampened immune response. 
And while an attenuated in vitro immune response has been consistently reported in the HSCT population as a whole, it is important to 
note that only a small minority had complete absence of an in vitro immune response. Furthermore, In vitro correlates are an imperfect 
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surrogate for in vivo vaccine efficacy. While there is no large-scale prospective efficacy data for COVID-19 vaccination in the HSCT 
population at the current time, the benefits of COVID-19 vaccination for this highly vulnerable population are indisputable. Ongoing 
[72] and future prospective studies focusing on the type, timing and cadence of COVID-19 vaccination in HSCT recipients will un-
doubtedly inform optimal vaccine strategies. 

9. COVID-19 vaccination recommendations for HSCT recipients 

The current US vaccination schedule for individuals with moderate or severe immunocompromising conditions, under which HSCT 
recipients who are within 2 years of transplant, receiving active treatment with high-dose steroids or other immunocompromising 
drugs, and/or receiving active cancer treatment fall, includes a 3-dose primary series of an mRNA vaccine (or a single-dose adenovirus- 
vector vaccine followed by a single-dose mRNA vaccine), followed by 2 booster doses for those 12 years and older (or by 1 booster dose 
for those 5–11 years) [73]. It is anticipated that the vaccine guidelines and the definition of “up to date” with COVID-19 vaccination 
will be iteratively updated as the science evolves and as the virus evolves. While relied upon in immunologic studies of vaccine efficacy 
and despite accumulating evidence that suggests the presence of antibodies following infection offers some degree of protection from 
reinfection, SARS-CoV-2 antibody testing is not currently recommended to assess for immunity following COVID-19 vaccination or to 
assess the need for vaccination or quarantine in a previously infected person [74]. 

There are several considerations regarding vaccination that are unique to the HSCT setting that warrant specific mention. There is 
limited data to suggest adoptive transfer of immune memory, as assessed by anti-spike glycoprotein-specific IgG, from vaccinated stem 
cell donor to recipient [18]. While it is generally advised that all eligible persons, including stem cell donors, remain up to date with 
vaccination, there is not yet sufficient rationale to include donor SARS-CoV-2 serological status as a determinant of donor choice. Time 
from transplant to vaccination and immune recovery after transplant have been demonstrated to correlate with humoral immune 
response to vaccination [75]. At this writing, ASTCT and EBMT guidelines suggest COVID-19 vaccination start at least 3 months after 
allogeneic or autologous HSCT [76,77]. The optimal timing of vaccination after HSCT, with regard to immunogenicity and durability, 
is an area of active investigation (CIBMTR SC21-07/BMT CTN 2101) [78]. For persons who received 1 or more doses of COVID-19 
vaccine prior to HSCT, the ACIP in alignment with ASTCT, CIBMTR and NMDP, recommends revaccination at least 3 months 
following transplant [73,79]. Routine post-transplant vaccines can be given concomitantly with COVID-19 vaccines. 

Acknowledging the suboptimal immune response to vaccination in certain HSCT recipients, “cocoon vaccination” with SARS-CoV-2 
vaccination of all eligible caregivers and household contacts is absolutely critical as another strategy to decrease risk for COVID-19 in 
this population [80]. 

10. Other prevention strategies in HSCT recipients 

When considering risk mitigation apart from vaccination, there are a number of other pharmacologic, structural, individual and 
public health interventions that warrant consideration. 

Fig. 1. COVID-19 “prevention pyramid” – hierarchy of controls: PPE = personal protective equipment; HVAC = heating, ventilation, and air 
conditioning. 1Use of COVID-19 Vaccines in the United States [Available from: https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/covid-19/clinical-considerations/ 
covid-19-vaccines-us.html]. 2US Department of Health & Human Services ASPR COVID-19 Test to Treat [Available from: https://aspr.hhs.gov/ 
TestToTreat/Pages/default.aspx?ACSTrackingID=USCDC_1052-DM76108&ACSTrackingLabel=COCA%20Now%3A%20New%20COVID-19% 
20Test%20to%20Treat%20Initiative%20and%20Locator%20Tool&deliveryName=USCDC_1052-DM76108]. 
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Evusheld (tixagevimab-cilgavimab) has an EUA for use as pre-exposure prophylaxis of COVID-19 in individuals 12 years and older 
with moderate to severe immune compromise and who may not mount an adequate response to vaccination, including HSCT recipients 
[81]. Data supporting authorization date to the pre-Omicron era [82], and there has been demonstration of diminished neutralization 
capacity against Omicron and its sublineages [83,84]. Moving forward, it is absolutely critical to monitoring emerging SARS-CoV-2 
variant strains for antibody neutralization potency and in vivo protection. 

In the face of risk for severe COVID-19 and with suboptimal immune response to vaccination in HSCT recipients, and as the virus 
evolves with variants leading to immune escape and future waves of infection, the timeline for individual, systems and public health 
level precautions is uncertain. Persons at increased risk for severe COVID-19 are strongly encouraged to layer prevention strategies, 
with masking and avoiding high risk settings (eg., large crowds, poorly ventilated indoor venues) when warranted by local or com-
munity infection activity. Healthcare systems, in particular, have a responsibility to optimize protection of vulnerable HSCT recipients 
while SARS-CoV-2 continues to circulate. With prolonged hospital stays, often on dedicated units and in rooms with positive pressure 
ventilation, situational awareness of engineering controls and airflow is critical. Persons with active COVID-19 should not be placed in 
a positive pressure room, as this poses risk for transmission to other patients and staff on the unit. 

11. Lessons learned 

The COVID-19 pandemic has led to devastating loss of life on a worldwide scale and has posed unprecedented challenge to the 
healthcare infrastructure. This has prompted rapid restructuring of standard work protocols, with several collateral improvements in 
care delivery and outcomes for the HSCT population. Several sites have reported on successes in shifting transplant to home-based 
rather than hospital-based care [85,86]. Widespread routine masking has resulted in marked reduction in the spread of community 
respiratory virus infections in HSCT recipients, formerly a relatively frequent cause of morbidity and mortality in this population, with 
some calling to “maintain mask momentum” in this population in the post-pandemic era [87,88]. Undoubtedly there is much more we 
will learn from the pandemic, both with regard to how best to manage and mitigate COVID-19 in HSCT recipients, but also how best to 
approach post-transplant vaccinations and prevention of infection more broadly. We must “be nimble” and ready for the next 
challenge. 

12. Practice points  

1. SARS-CoV-2 infection is associated with increased disease severity and increased mortality in HSCT recipients, with risk largely 
related to degree of immune suppression. 

2. Prolonged viral shedding is common in HSCT recipients, introducing complexity when sorting through disease attribution, man-
agement and venue of care with regard to duration of transmission-based isolation precautions.  

3. Early treatment of symptomatic infection in HSCT recipients is critical to decrease risk for severe disease and death. Ritonavir- 
boosted nirmatrelvir (Paxlovid) is a highly efficacious SARS-CoV-2 antiviral, with important drug-drug interaction with calci-
neurin inhibitors and mTOR inhibitors. 

4. While some HSCT recipients may have a diminished response to COVID-19 vaccination when compared with the immunocom-
petent population, it is strongly advised that all HSCT recipients as well as their caregivers and close contacts be up to date with 
COVID-19 vaccination.  

5. Prevention of COVID-19 in HSCT recipients includes a layered strategy of vaccination, masking in certain situations, and system- 
level controls to minimize risk for SARS-CoV-2 exposure. 

13. Research agenda  

1. Prospective studies of COVID-19 vaccination, both with respect to time post-transplant, cadence and type of vaccine, are needed to 
clarify an optimal strategy for HSCT recipients.  

2. The qualitative study of public health, healthcare facility and individual level approaches to mitigate risk for acquisition of SARS- 
CoV-2 will be important to inform durable prevention strategies for HSCT recipients, both with regard to COVID-19 and as 
generalizable to other community respiratory viruses. 
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